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Summary

This paper uses an extremely high frequency data set on the dollar-sterling exchange rate to investigate the
impact of news events on the very short-term movements in exchange rates. The data set is a continuou
record of the quoted price for the exchange rate on the Reuters screen. As such it records some 130,000
observations over an eight week period. The paper investigates the time-series properties of the data using
orthodox regression models, and then by making allowance for a time varying conditional variance. The
conclusions vary significantly in moving to this more sophisticated model. The exercises are repeated now
incorporating news announcement effects, letting these affect the level of the exchange rate and then the
conditional variance process. Again it is found that the conclusions are radically altered in moving to the
increasingly sophisticated model.
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Introduction

A number of recent papers have explored the behaviour of the foreign exchange markets using extremely
high frequency data, Goodhart (1990), Goodhart and Figliuoli (1991) being two examples. This paper
extends their work by investigating the response of the foreign exchange market to news events within this
very high frequency setting. The data consists of the continuous time series of prices quoted on the
Reuters' FXFX page for the sterling-dollar rate over the period Sunday 9 April to Monday 3 July 1989.
The Reuters' service provides data on a number of bilateral rates, and the data sets vary with the level of
activity for each currency, but in each case there is a very large number of observations (for the
sterling-dollar rate there are some 135,978 observations, while the deutschemark-dollar rate has
approximately 250,000 observations).
The very size of the data sets have tended to limit the nature of the exercises which have been based on
them so far, these being limited to descriptive analysis and OLS regression analysis. This paper seeks to
remedy this and it provides an extension to the analysis previously used by including the behaviour of the
second moment of the data set, using the GARCH-M framework of Engle, Lilien and Robins (1987).
Maximum likelihood estimation of a GARCH-M model is used to assess the presence of ARCH effects in
the data, and to test whether the conditional variance has a significant effect on the behaviour of the
exchange rate at very high frequencies. A further extension investigates the effects of news events within
this GARCH-M framework, where news may potentially affect either the level or the variance of the
exchange rate.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the data set used, and section 3 outlines the
GARCH-M model and our estimation strategy. Section 4 then describes the empirical results, and section
5 offers conclusions.
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The data set

As noted earlier the data is a continuous record of the prices quoted on the REUTERS FXFX screen over
the period 9 April to 3 July 1989. These prices are invitations to trade rather than records of actual trades,
and no public record is available of actual traded prices. In fact this feature is true of almost all exchange
rate data, although in the very high frequency context this does give rise to special problems, most notably
input errors,and our treatment of these is described further below. In addition to the direct measures of the
exchange rate the Reuters' screen provides a useful record of the timing and availability of news to the
markets in its FXNB page which contains a record of news announcements and timings.
Figure 1
An example of an outlier, 17 May 1989 around 01 :43
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Although the data was prefiltered for errors it was
necessary to remove one further class of input
errors which had a particularly interesting shape
and pattern. Figure 1 shows an example of this
type of error, this one occurring on 17 May at
around 1 :43.
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The exchange rate which had been trading at
around 1.6090 suddenly jumped to 1.6450 and
remained at around that level for around 10
consecutive bids before falling back to its original
level. The explanation for this seems to be that the
traders are generally concerned only with the last
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two digits of a bid, often copying the first three from the previous bid. Once an input error occurs in the
first few digits this can easily be copied for a period of time until the error is noticed and corrected. Of
course the existence of these errors does not mean that trades actually take place at the quoted price, and so
the observations do not represent a real change in price but merely an input error. We have therefore
filtered the data to remove such anomalies and, perhaps not surprisingly, the overall properties of the data
in terms of skewness and Kurtosis, were quite radically altered once this had been done.
In allowing for news effects, the focus in this paper is on two particular news events. These are the
announcement on Wednesday 17 May of the US Trade figures, which were considerably better than
expected, and the rise of 1 % in UK base interest rates on Wednesday 24 May. These two events are
graphed in Figures 2 and 3 and, as is clear, both events caused a fairly obvious and long-lasting change in
the level of the exchange rate (in terms of the number of observations affected).

Figure 2
The effect of the US trade figures, 17 May 1989
around 13:30
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Figure 3
The effect of a rise in UK interest rates, 24 May 1989
around 09:47
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Estimation techniques
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This section first gives a brief account of the GARCH-M model and then outlines the strategy adopted for
efficiently estimating the model using a very large data set.

'"

A

The GARCH-M Model

s

11

he

Engle, Lilien and Robins (1987) suggest an extension ofEngle's ( 1982) ARCH model whereby the
conditional first moment of a time series itself becomes a function of the conditional second moment,
which follows an ARCH process:
(1)

hi

=

"(0 +

L "(i Ei-i + 1(' Z/
i=1

(2)

where x, and z, are vectors of weakly exogenous conditioning variables. Engle, Lilien and Robins (19 7)
term this kind of model ARCH-in-mean or ARCH-M. Note that the h/ is the conditional variance of £,
3

fom1ed at period t based on the infoffi1ation available up to period t-l (a a-field). It may also be noted in
passing that, by assumption, (2) is a non-stochastic equation.
A further extension of the ARCH formulation, which imposes smoother behaviour on the conditional
second moments, has been suggested by Bollerslev (1986). In Bollerslev's GARCH formulation, the
conditional second moments are functions of their own lagged values as well as the squares and
cross-products of lagged forecast errors. Bollerslev did not consider the GARCH-M extension although
this is fairly obvious and was subsequently used in Bollerslev, Engle and Wooldridge (1988). Thus, for
example, the GARCH-M (n, p) fOffi1ulation of the above model would consist of (1) and
p

h:

=

Ao + L Aj £:_j + L Bj h:_i
i=1

+

i=1

K' ZI

(3)

where the Bi and Ai are coefficients.
Stacking all of the parameters of the system into a single vector

and applying Schweppe's (1965) prediction error decomposition fOffi1 of the likelihood function, the
log-likelihood for a sample of T observations (conditional on initial values) is proportional to
T

T

1=1

1=1

(4)

(where we have assumed nOffi1ality of the forecast errors).
Although the analytic derivatives of (4) can be computed (seeEngle, Lilien and Robins, 1987)
variable-metric algorithms which employ numerical derivatives are simpler to use and easily allow
changes in specification. Under the usual regularity conditions (Crowder, 1976), maximization of (4) will
yield maximum likelihood estimates with the usual properties.
Numerical maximization of such a function using data sets of 100-200 observations is now fairly routine,
but raises problems when dealing with the data set as large as that described in section 2. For this data set
each function evaluation for the maximization routine involves passing through the complete set of
130,000 observations, and a typical maximization will involve many function evaluations. In such a
situation solution times can be reduced enormously if good starting values can be supplied to the solution
algorithm. So two strategies were used to achieve this. First anOLS model was estimated and this
provided a well fitting set of initial values for the structural parameters. Second a GARCH-M model was
estimated using only the first 10,000 observations on the assumption that this model should fit the whole
data set tolerably well and so provide good starting values for all the parameters.

B

OLS estimation

Even the use ofOLS is not straightforward for such a large data set as most computers are unable to hold
the complete data set in memory at one time. So a set of recursive updating formulas have to be used
which allow theOLS results to be built up one observation at a time. The easiest way to do this is by use
of the Kalman Filter equations.
4

To describe this, consider the familiar state space formulation with the appropriate Kalman Filter equations
for the univariate case. Following Harvey (1987), let

(5)
be the measurement equation, where y, is a measured variable, z, is the state vector of unobserved
variables, 0 and a are parameters and £,- NID(O,r, ) and x, is fixed. The state equation is then given as,
(6)
where'¥ and

P are parameters, w, is fixed and (j)- NID(O,Q,).

The only departure from the standard state space form given in many textbooks is in the introduction of x,
into the measurement equation and w, into the state equations. This is not an important elaboration as long
as both x, and w, are known at time t. As far as OLS estimation is concerned x, and w, can be set to zero in
(5) and (6) respectively.
The Kalman Filter prediction equations are obtained by defining �, as the best estimate of z, based on

information up to t and P, as the covariance matrix of the estimate �, , and defining;

(7)
and
(8)
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Once the current observation on Y, becomes available these estimates can be updated using the following
equations,

(9)
and
(10)
Equations (6)-(10) jointly represent the Kalman Filter equations. These equations may be used to generate
standard OLS results recursively by setting x, and w, equal to zero, '¥ equal to the identity matrix, Q, equal
to a matrix of zeros and setting r equal to unity. In this formulation, the z, are the OLS parameters and 0
are the variables in the model. These equations may then be used for OLS estimation on very large data
sets, holding only one observation from the data set in computer memory at a time, and using the recursi e
formulas to build up the full sample OLS results.
If we define the one step ahead prediction errors as,
(11)
5

then the concentrated log likelihood function is proportional to,
(12)
where J; = oP/ I -1 0 + r and N=T-k where k is the number of periods needed to derive estimates of the
/
/
state vector.
That is to say the likelihood function may be expressed as a function of the one step ahead prediction
errors suitably weighted. In order to obtain standard OLS results we do not need to refer to the likelihood
function. In the next section we explain how to write the GARCH-M model in state space form and in that
case (12) is the form of the concentrated log-likelihood function which needs to be maximized.
C

The GARCH-M Model in State Space Form

A comparison of equations (5) and (1) and (6) and (3) will quickly show that the GARCH-M model is
already very close to a state space representation, all we need to do is to reinterpret some of the notation of
the state space model. For simplicity we will only consider the GARCH(1,1) model but higher order
GARCH models can be treated in an exactly analogous fashion. To begin with, in the state equation (6) we
interpret w/ to be a 2x 1 vector which is made up of a constant and £�_I' this equation is then identical to the
GARCH equation (3) where we identify 2/ with h:. The 2/ term in the measurement equation is then seen

as

the variance term which is identical to the variance term in equation (1), we then only need to make
explicit allowance for the structure of the variance of the measurement equation and this is done simply by
equating r/ with 2/. The state space model for a stochastic GARCH-M model may then be written out as,

(13)
and
(14)
This model would be identical to the equations (1) and (3) when Q/=O and Po=O, that is when the GARCH
equation is non stochastic with certain initial conditions. This can be seen by noting that if Q/=O and Po=O,
then the updating equations, (9) and (10), are non-operational andJ; = r/ = 2/ and the likelihood function
becomes equivalent to (4). For a more general description and formulation of a stochastic GARCH-M
model see Hall (1991).
D

GARCH-M and NEWS

Within the framework of the basic GARCH-M model outlined in (1) and (3), news effects may have two
quite distinct effects; either news may effect the level of the exchange rate directly through (1) as an
independent news effect, or it may affect the variance of the exchange rate through the GARCH process
(3), and then only affect the level through the effect of the variance on the mean via some notion of a risk
premia effect. Both of these possibilities may be investigated within the GARCH-M model, the first by
including specific news variables in the main equation (1) and the second by including similar effects in
the GARCH equation (3). Conventional likelihood ratio or Wald tests may be constructed to test for the
significance of these effects.
6

A further complication arises over the detailed specification of the news dummy effects which may vary
not only with the fonn of the news effect but also with the specification of the rest of the equation for the
exchange rate. Although this paper investigates the properties of univariate models of the exchange rate
only (mainly because of the lack of any suitable explanatory variable at such high frequencies), this still
leaves open the question of whether the exchange rate should be modelled in first difference terms or in
levels. Clearly the crucial factor here is whether the exchange rate at such high frequencies is a stationary
variable. We do not impose an a priori view on this question but we use the following basic formulation
for the model which allows for tests of stationarity at each stage. The exchange rate is assumed to be gi ven
by the process:
(15)
where E, is the log of the exchange rate and N is a news effect. This equation takes the same fonn as the
augmented Dickey Fuller regression. Hence if the exchange rate is a random walk and, therefore,
non-stationary <Xl would tend to equal zero and the equation reduces to a first difference specification. If

:is

y

on the other hand the exchange rate is actually a stationary process, then <Xl will be significantly less than
zero, and the specification becomes a permissible reparameterisation of a normal 'levels' equation in E.
The news effect will operate differently, or at least need to be specified differently, to have the same effect
depending on which of the two formulations actually dominates. So for example if the news effect
changes the level of the exchange rate permanently, then if <Xl is significantly negative so that the equation
is actually a 'levels' one, the news effect will need to be represented as a pennanent change in the intercept
(ie be a variable of the fonn ..000 1 1 1 . . . ). But if <Xl =0 so that the equation is in first differences then

the news effect should operate as a once for all jump (ie a variable like000 100 O. . . ). As a practical
procedure we specify (15) with a number of lags in the news effect so that the equation can suggest a
sensible parameterisation of this effect. The important point being that the specific form of news dummy
used varies between the different examples of the exchange rate equation reported in the next section.
These specific differences are noted as they arise.

4

I

Empirical results

(a) Without News

),

The first set of results are for models without news. Two versions are reported in Table 1. The first is a
conventionalOLS estimate of equation (15), but where y=O. The second is a GARCH-M model so
extends (15) to
(15')
where h2 is the conditional variance as dictated by a GARCH model (ie equation (3) with l( =0), and where
the GARCH is assumed to be (1,1).
This set of results is a preliminary to assess the overall adequacy of the model, and to get insight into
whether the high frequency data is stationary or non stationary. Table 1 gives the two sets of results for
our model with four lagged difference terms. (The choice of four lags is arbitrary, though this seemed to be
fairly adequate given the time-series properties of the data. This assumption is maintained in later
examples. )
7

Table

1

The model without news effects
Parameter

OLS MODEL

0.00009 (1.3)
-0.000057 (1.4)
-0.54(202.7)
-0.29(97.34)
-0.17(56.25)
-0.08(29.36)

<l()

<Xl

131
132
133
134
GARCH parameters

0

SKEW
KURT

0.00005 6
-0.000036
-0.569
-0.29
-0.14
-0.058

(1.8)
(1.9)
(252.9)
(116.1)
(56.82)
(25.9)

0.000000027
(1.4)
0.89 (1768.3)
0.208
(1.41)
0.00044 (o.m7)

Aa
A1
B1
SEE

GARCHMODEL

0.0009875
0.0801
61.09

0.7
0.64
58.52

-0.005
-0.122
-0.0219
-0.041
-0.017
0.0043
-0.0006

0.02
0.011
0.0003
-0.01
-0.012
-0.005
-0.0045

CORRELOGRAM

1
2
3

4

8
12
16

SEE standard error
Skew Coefficient of skewness (centered on zero, calculated on scaled
residuals)
KURT Coefficient of Kurtosis (centered on three, calculated on scaled
residuals)
t statistics in parenthesis

Table

2

The preferred model with news effects in the level
Parameter

<l()
<Xl

131
132
133
134
Y1
Y2

OLS MODEL

0.00009 (1.3)
-0.000056 (1.4)
-0.55(202.7)
-0.30(97.42)
-0.17(56.55)
-0.08(29.23)
0.008 (14.3)
0.005 (9.51)

GARCH parameters

A1
B1
&

KURT

-0.000092
-0.000059
-0.564
-0.30
-0.16
-0.059
0.016
0.013

(3.0)
(3.2)
(251.2)
(117.6)
(62.60)
(26.4)
(89.2)
(37.7)

(3.4)
0.000000017
0.89 (1921.8)
0.149
(3.3)
0.00153 (0.m8)

AO

SEE
SKEW

GARCHMODEL

0.0009864
0.0906
61.03

CORRELOGRAM

1
2
3
4
8
]2
]6

-0.006
-0.012
-0.0216
-0.04]6
-0.0180
0.0043
-0.0005

0.7
0.79
52.91
0.017
0.016
0.0099
-0.0] 6
-0.012
-0.005
-0.0045

SEE standard error
Skew Coefficient of skewness (centered on zero, calculated on scaled

residuals)
KURT Coefficient of Kurtosis (centered on three, calculated on scaled
residuals)

t statistics in parenthesis
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The OLS results suggest that, even at this high
frequency, the exchange rate is a non-stationary
process (the t statistic on al is well below the
Dickey-Fuller critical value). The coefficients on
the lagged difference terms are however highly
significant and almost exactly sum to unity. There
is some sign of non-normality in the errors, as the
coefficient of Kurtosis is fairly high suggesting that
there is occasionally a large outlier in the data. In
turn the residuals seem to be reasonably free from
serial correlation, although Box-Pierce tests
revealed significant effects. (This is a by-product
of the very large number of observations being
used, as any degree of serial correlation with a
sufficiently large data set will tend to be
significant.) Thus, apart from the problem given by
large outliers, the OLS assumptions about the error
process are not seriously violated. The GARCH
estimation results are very similar for the exchange
rate equation itself. There are also very well
determined auto regressive effects in the
conditional variance, as indicated by the B I
parameter which is highly significant. There is no
evidence that the conditional variance affects the
level of the exchange rate, however, since the
parameter 8 is close to zero and insignificant. [The
properties of the unscaled error process are similar
to the OLS residual, we note that the changing
variance may well be the cause of the high
Kurtosis. ]
(b) With News

Next the effects of the news variables are
incorporated, assuming first that the effect of news
is on the exchange rate itself. In examining the
effects of news in the two periods discussed above,
a number of forms for the news dummy were tried
and in each case the form of effect chosen had the
same general form. This was a sequence . . . 0, 0,
0, 1, -1, 1, 0,0, . . . , which allows for a considerable
rebound after the initial news shock, but this
rebound is quickly reversed. Note that this form of
dummy has a permanent effect on the exchange rate
if the level term (al) in the exchange rate equation
is zero, (so that the equation is in effect a difference
equation) but that it will have only a temporary
effect if the equation is a levels equation (at:;t0).
Table 2 gives the results for both the OLS and
GARCH-M estimation procedures, and the two sets
of results present an interesting contrast.

In both sets of results the news effects are significant, but the rest of the model changes in an important
way. TheOLS results are similar to those in Table 1, in that Cl) is not significant so that the model
suggests that the news has a permanent effect on the exchange rate. The GARCH-M results however
suggest that the exchange rate tends to return to some stable level and that the jump which occurs at the
time of the news event is subsequently eroded. The initial jump is also seen as being much larger in the
GARCH-M results (almost twice the size) and much more significant The mean lag of the GARCH-M
model suggests that half the news effect will be eroded over the subsequent 16,600 offers to trade which
appear on the screens. This would generally be a period of around four to five days, so this model
suggests that the effects of these news events tended to disappear over the following week. It is interesting
that only the GARCH-M model has this implication. In turn these results suggest that theOLS assumption
of a constant variance causes big errors to occur around the times of these news events, which tends to gi ve
distorted results precisely because the error variance is not allowed to change.
Table 3
The preferred model with news effects in the variance
y

term
Parameter

eta
u1
�1
�2
�3
�4
y]
Y2
Y3
GARCI-I parameters

AO
A]
B1
0

Cl
C2

SEE
SKEW
KURT
CORRELOCRAM

1
2
3
4
8
12
]6

OLS MODEL

GARCH MODEL

0.0020
-0.00111
-0.484
-0.25
-0.13
-0.046
0.013
0.0056
0.0088

(52.2)
(47.6)
(175.1)
(150.] )
(56.52)
(15.7)
(19.7)
(2.0)
(27.7)

0.000000051
(47.7)
0.25
(136.3)
0.090
(61.1)
0.00102 (0.010)
0.86(E-6)(13. ])
0.82(E-8)(10.3)
2.34
0.202
68.96
-0.038
0.004
0.002
-0.16
-0.0055
0.0087
0.0048

SEE standard error
Skew Coefficient of skewness (centered on zero, calculated on scaled
residuals)

KURT Coefficient of Kurtosis (centered on three, calculated on s-:aled
residuals)

t statistics in parenthesis

e

It is entirely plausible that news affects not only
the level of the exchange rate but also its
variance. This would of course be partly
captured by the standard GARCH formulation
in that once a large error had occurred it would
tend to persist through the lagged dependent
variable. This GARCH model will however
always miss the initial announcements period,
and so it is possible that the omission of direct
news effects from the variance process would
bias the estimates of the GARCH parameter
upwards. The reason is that, if the true
explanation for the increase in the variance is
missing, this will tend to be explained by
finding serial correlation. A better way of
accounting for this feature however is to add the
news dummies into the GARCH equation so
that the initial increase in variance is captured
correctly. It should be remembered that the
market knows in advance the date when news
will be announced and so it is plausible that an
anticipated increase in uncertainty could occur
in advance of the news announcement itself.
To include this in the model the GARCH
equation (3) is augmented with news dummie ,
with parameters C) and C2• The model may
then be re-estimated with these extra effects in
the GARCH process. The results of this final
exercise are presented in Table 3.

We have respecified the dynamic structure of the news dummies in the exchange rate equation in the light
of the new dynamics of the model. The first news event is now simply represented by a single dummy YI
which is equal to minus one as the news is announced and zero everywhere else. The second event is
represented by two dummies, Y2 -which equals one as the news is announced-and Y3 which equals 1
followed by -1 in the subsequent periods to allow for a dynamic response to the announcement.

:5

The results reported in Table 3 show a number of important differences from those given in Tables I and
2. The most notable are that the size of the parameters in the GARCH equation have fallen substantially,
9

as both A I and B I are much smaller, which suggests that the degree of serial correlation is much reduced
(although it is still significant). The size of the lagged level affect (al) has also increased dramatically
which suggests that the exchange rate will return to a given level after a shock much more quickly. Both
Cl and C2 are positive which suggests that both sets of news effects act to increase the variance, as we
would expect. Although al is significantly different from zero it is still a very small coefficient which
suggests that the dynamic process is still very close to a random walk. Nonetheless its significance
suggests that, at least over a reasonably short period of about 8 weeks, the exchange rate does tend to
return to an equilibrium level. Thus, the effects of the two news announcements used in these regressions
were reversed over the following few days.

Conclusion
We have investigated the effects of introducing news effects into an extremely high frequency model of
the sterling-dollar exchange rate. Initial estimates without news effects find a near integrated conditional
variance process with a unit root exchange rate equation. The introduction of news effects into the model
changes this result dramatically. In the case when news is allowed to affect the level of the exchange rate
the results suggest that the level of the exchange rate is not a random walk but that it is a stable process.
Allowing the news effects to enter the conditional variance process of the exchange rate strengthens this
result dramatically and also changes the parameterisation of the GARCH process from being one which is
very close to an integrated one to one which is clearly stable.
Our conclusion then is that inference about the time series properties of very high frequency data can be
seriously distorted by a small number of major shocks. When these shocks are included in the analysis the
point estimates of parameters can change significantly as can the inferences which can be drawn about
model properties. In the case presented here the evidence seems fairly strong that the news effects we
analyse influence both the level and the uncertainty of the exchange rate but, for this sample period, these
effects are not permanent. In this case both the amount of volatility and the level of the exchange rate tend
to return to their pre-announcement values.
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